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Abstract. In 2015, Bringmann, Lovejoy and Mahlburg considered certain kinds overparti-
tions, which can been seen as the overpartition analogue of Schur’s partition. The motivation
of their work is that the difference between the generating function of Schur’s classical parti-
tions and the generating functions of the partitions in which the smallest part is excluded. The
difference between the two generating functions of partitions is a specialization of the universal
mock theta function g3 which introduced by Hickerson. To give an analogue of this, by using
another universal mock theta function g2 instead of g3, Bringmann Lovejoy and Mahlburg
introduced two kinds of overpartitions, which satisfy certain congruence conditions and dif-
ference conditions with the smallest parts different. They prove these theorems by using the
q-differential equations. In this paper, we will give the generating functions of these two kinds
of overpartitions by combinatorial technique.
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1 Introduction
In 2015, Bringmann, Lovejoy and Mahlburg [3] considered some overpartition theorems, mo-
tivated by the relation between the generating function of Schur’s classical partitions and the
generating functions of the partitions in which the smallest parts are excluded. The difference
between the two generating functions of partitions is a specialization of the universal mock
theta function g3(x; q) up to the odd order. To give an analogue of this, by using g2(x; q) in-
stead of g3(x; q), Bringmann, Lovejoy and Mahlburg [3] introduced two kinds of overpartitions,
which satisfy certain congruence conditions and difference conditions with different smallest
parts. They proved these theorem by using the q-differential equations. At the end of [3], the
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authors asked for the combinatorial interpretation of these theorems. In this paper, we will
give the generating functions of these two kinds of overpartitions by combinatorial method.
Let us give an overview of some definitions. A partition λ of a positive integer n is a non-
increasing sequence of positive integers λ1 ≥ · · · ≥ λs > 0 such that n = λ1 + · · · + λs. The
partition of zero is the partition with no parts. An overpartition λ of a positive integer n is also
a non-increasing sequence of positive integers λ1 ≥ · · · ≥ λs > 0 such that n = λ1 + · · · + λs
and the first occurrence of each integer may be overlined. For example, (7, 7, 6, 5, 2, 1) is an
overpartition of 28.
We shall adopt the common notation as used in Andrews [1]. Let
(a)∞ = (a; q)∞ =
∞∏
i=0
(1− aqi),
and
(a)n = (a; q)n =
(a)∞
(aqn)∞
.
We also write
(a1, . . . , ak; q)∞ = (a1; q)∞ · · · (ak; q)∞.
We first recall the following classical Schur’s partition theorem [8]. Throughout the paper
we assume that d ≥ 3 and 1 ≤ r < d/2.
Theorem 1.1 (Schur) For all n ≥ 0, let Bd,r(n) denote the number of partitions of n into
parts congruent to r, d−r, or d (mod d) such that λi+1−λi ≥ d with strict inequality if d|λi+1.
Let Ed,r(n) denote the number of partitions of n into distinct parts that are congruent to ±r
(mod d). Then
Ed,r(n) = Bd,r(n).
Bringmann and Mahlburg [2] denoted the generating function for Bd,r(n) by
Bd,r(q) :=
∑
n≥0
Bd,r(n)q
n.
Then
Bd,r(q) =
∑
n≥0
Ed,r(n)q
n = (−qr,−qd−r; qd)∞, (1.1)
which implies that Bd,r(q) is a modular function (up to a rational power of q).
By giving an additional restriction on the smallest parts, Bringmann and Mahlburg [2]
defined a new kind of partitions, whose generating function equals the product of Bd,r(q) and
a certain specialization of a universal mock theta function g3(x; q). This result is stated as
follows.
Theorem 1.2 Let Cd,r(n) denote the number of partitions enumerated by Bd,r(n) that also
satisfy the additional restriction that the smallest part is larger than d. Then the generating
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function for Cd,r(n) is
Cd,r(q) :=
∑
n≥0
Cd,r(n)q
n = Bd,r(q)g3(−q
r; qd) = (−qr,−qd−r; qd)∞
∑
n≥0
qdn(n+1)
(−qr,−qd−r; qd)n+1
,
(1.2)
where
g3(x; q) :=
∑
n≥0
qn(n+1)
(x, q/x; q)n+1
.
Here g3(x; q) is Hickerson’s [5, 6] universal mock theta function (of odd order). This implies that
Cd,r(q) is not a modular form, but the product of the modular formBd,r(q) and a specialization
of the universal mock theta function g3 instead.
The universal mock theta function g3(x; q) is so-named because Hickerson [5, 6], Gordon
and McIntosh [4] have shown that each of the classical odd order mock theta functions may be
expressed, up to the addition of a modular form, as a specialization of g3(x; q).
There is a second universal mock theta function,
g2(x; q) :=
∑
n≥0
(−q; q)nq
n(n+1)/2
(x, q/x; q)n+1
,
which corresponds to the classical even order mock theta functions [4].
To search for an analogue of (1.2) with g2(x; q) in place of g3(x; q), Bringmann, Lovejoy
and Mahlburg [3] introduced two kinds of overpartitions. For the difference conditions between
the successive parts are much more complicated, before stated the definitions of the two kinds
overpartitions, Bringmann, Lovejoy and Mahlburg [3] defined a matrix which is indexed by the
congruences when modulo d.
Definition 1.3 Define the 4× 4 matrix Ad,r by
Ad,r =
r d− r d d



r d 2r d+ r r
d− r 2d− 2r d 2d− r d− r
d 2d− r d+ r 2d d
d d− r r d 0
. (1.3)
The rows and columns are indexed by r, d− r, d, and d, so that, for example, Ad,r(d, d− r) =
d+ r.
By using this matrix, Bringmann Lovejoy and Mahlburg [3] introduced the overpartition
analogue of Schur’s partition function.
Theorem 1.4 For n ≥ 2, let Bd,r(n) denote the number of such overpartitions λ of n whose
parts congruent to r, d − r, or d (mod d) and only multiples of d may appear non-overlined.
In addition, λ satisfies the following conditions
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(i) the smallest part is r, d− r, d, or 2d modulo 2d;
(ii) for u, v ∈ {r, d− r, d, d}, if λi+1 ≡ u (mod d) and λi ≡ v (mod d), then λi+1 − λi ≥
Ad,r(u, v);
(iii) for u, v ∈ {r, d− r, d, d}, if λi+1 ≡ u (mod d) and λi ≡ v (mod d), then λi+1 − λi ≡
Ad,r(u, v) (mod 2d). In another word, the actual difference between two parts must be
congruent modulo 2d to the smallest allowable difference.
Let Ed,r(n) denote the number of partitions of n into distinct parts congruent to ±r (mod d)
and unrestricted parts divisible by 2d. Then for all n ≥ 0, we have
Bd,r(n) = Ed,r(n). (1.4)
Denote the generating function for Bd,r(n) by
Bd,r(q) :=
∑
n≥0
Bd,r(n)q
n.
Then they derived that
Bd,r(q) =
(−qr,−qd−r; qd)∞
(q2d; q2d)∞
. (1.5)
To give an overpartition analogue of Theorem 1.5, Bringmann, Lovejoy and Mahlburg
[3] defined another kind of overpartitions enumerated by Cd,r(n) which have the different
restrictions on the smallest parts. They also gave the generating function of Cd,r(n), which is
the product of the generating function of Bd,r(n) and g2(−q
r; qd).
Theorem 1.5 Let Cd,r(n) be the number of overpartitions of n satisfying conditions (ii) and
(iii) in the definition of Bd,r(n), with condition (i) modified to be that the smallest part is
congruent to d, d+ r, 2d− r or 2d (mod 2d).
Denote the generating function for Cd,r(n) by
Cd,r(q) :=
∑
n≥0
Cd,r(n)q
n.
Then
Cd,r(q) = Bd,r(q)× g2(−q
r; qd) =
(−qr,−qd−r; qd)∞
(q2d; q2d)∞
∑
n≥0
(−qd; qd)nq
dn(n+1)
2
(−qr,−qd−r; qd)n+1
. (1.6)
Bringmann, Lovejoy and Mahlburg [3] proved Theorem 1.4 and 1.5 by deriving and solving
q-difference equations satisfied by the generating functions for the relevant overpartitions. At
the end of [3], they posed a problem that is “it would be interesting to see a bijective proof of
Theorem 1.4...”
In this paper, we will give an bijective proof of Theorem 1.4, and derive, by a constructive
way, an alternative form of the genrating function of Cd,r(n) which is equal to the right-hand
side of (1.6). For the difference conditions described by the 4× 4 matrix (1.3) are complicated,
we employ the d-modular Ferrers diagram and d-modular partition (overpartition) in the next
section, which makes the differences matrix look much easier. In section 3 and 4, we give the
combinatorial proof of Theorem 1.4 and Theorem 1.5.
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2 The d-modular Ferrers graph and d-modular overpartition
We shall employ the d-modular Ferrers graph to describe the overpartitions enumerated by
Bd,r(n). By this diagram, we give a new matrix which describes the difference between two
successive rows in d-modular Ferrers diagram instead of the difference between two parts in
λ. We will rewrite the difference condition matrix Ad,r, which makes the difference conditions
much easier to describe.
Definition 2.1 For an overpartition λ whose overlined parts are ≡ ±r, 0 (mod d), non-overlined
parts are multiples of d, we give the d-modular Ferrers graph as follows.
(i) If the overlined part λi = (n− 1)d+ r ≡ r (mod d), then we denote it by (n− 1) d’s and
an r.
(ii) If the overlined part λi = (n−1)d+(d− r) ≡ d− r (mod d), then we denote it by (n−1)
d’s and an d− r.
(iii) If the overlined part λi = nd ≡ 0 (mod d), then we denote it by (n− 1) d’s and an d.
(iv) If the non-overlined part λi = (n− 1)d ≡ 0 (mod d), then we denote it by (n− 1) d’s and
a 0.
For example, let d = 7, r = 2, λ = (26, 21, 21, 16, 7), then the 7-modular Ferrers graph of λ
is as follows:
7
7 7 2
77 7 0
77 7 0
7 7 7 5
According to the d-modular Ferrers diagram of λ, we define a corresponding d-modular over-
partition µ.
Definition 2.2 For an overpartition λ whose overlined parts are ±r, 0 (mod d), nonoverlined
parts are multiples of d, let µ denote the corresponding d-modular overpartition of λ. Then
the part µi of µ is the number of elements in the i-th row of d-modular Ferrers diagram of
λ, with the label according to the residue classes of d. The order of the parts in d-modular
overpartitions is subject to that
1r < 1d−r < 1d < 2d < 2r < 2d−r < 2d < · · · .
The weight of the parts of d-modular overpartitions is given as follows:
(i) the weight of part nr is (n − 1)d + r;
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(ii) the weight of part nd−r is (n− 1)d+ d− r = nd− r;
(iii) the weight of part nd is (n− 1)d+ d = nd;
(iv) the weight of part nd is (n− 1)d+ 0 = (n− 1)d.
According to the overpartition in last example, µ = (45, 47, 47, 32, 17).
Now we define a matrix which describes the difference conditions between the parts of
d-modular overpartition µ according to the label of the parts.
A′d,r =
r d− r d d



r 1 1 2 0
d− r 1 1 2 0
d 1 1 2 0
d 1 1 2 0
(2.7)
The rows and columns are indexed by r, d− r, d, and d, so that, for example, A′d,r(d, d− r) =
1.
Now we focus on the overpartitions enumerated by Bd,r(n). For an overprtition λ enumer-
ated by Bd,r(n), we consider the corresponding d-modular overpartition µ, then we can see
that the d-modular overpartition µ satisfies the following conditions (I):
(i) the smallest part is odd and no 1d;
(ii) for u, v ∈ {r, d− r, d, d}, if µi+1 labeled u and µi labeled v , then µi+1− µi ≥ A′d,r(u, v);
(iii) for u, v ∈ {r, d− r, d, d}, if µi+1 labeled u and µi labeled v , then µi+1 − µi ≡ A′d,r(u, v)
(mod 2).
That is to say if µ is of the following form µ1 ≥ µ2 ≥ · · · ≥ µs, then (i)µi − µi+1 ≥ 0
and even, if µi+1 labeled with d, (ii)µi − µi+1 ≥ 1 and odd, if µi+1 labeled with r or d− r,
(iii)µi − µi+1 ≥ 2 and even, if µi+1 labeled with d. (iv)no non-overlined 1.
By employing the corresponding d-modular overpartition, the construction of the overpar-
titions enumerated by Bd,r(n) is much clearer. We also employ the d-modular partition to
describe the overpartitions enumerated by Cd,r(n). For an overpartition ν enumerated by
Cd,r(n) and the corresponding d-modular partition ξ, ξ satisfies the following conditions:
(i) the smallest part is even;
(ii) for u, v ∈ {r, d− r, d, d}, if ξi+1 labeled u and ξi labeled v , then ξi+1 − ξi ≥ A′d,r(u, v);
(iii) for u, v ∈ {r, d − r, d, d}, if ξi+1 labeled u and ξi labeled v , then ξi+1 − ξi ≡ A′d,r(u, v)
(mod 2).
Then we shall use the d-modular diagram and the corresponding d-modular partition to
give the bijective proofs of Theorem 1.4 and Theorem 1.5.
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3 The bijective proof of Theorem 1.4
We shall give a bijective proof of Theorem 1.4, by using the d-modular Ferrers diagram and
d-modular partition defined in the previous section.
We just need to prove (1.4), which reads that
Bd,r(n) = Ed,r(n).
Recall that the overpartition enumerated by Ed,r(n) is an overpartition with unrestricted
parts congruence 0 when modulo 2d and overlined parts congruent to ±r when modulo d.
Then we can see these overpartitons also have d-modular Ferrers diagrams and corresponding
d-modular overpartitions.
We let Ed,r denote the set of the overpartitions enumerated by Ed,r(n) for all n ≥ 0. Then
any overpartitions pi in Ed,r corresponding to a d-modular partition is subjected to that,
1. the non-overlined parts are all odd and greater than 2.
2. the overlined parts are all labeled with d and d− r.
3. the overlined parts with same label are distinct.
For an overpartition pi ∈ Ed,r, let χ denote the corresponding d-modula partition of pi, then we
decompose χ into a partition triple (α, β, γ), where α is a partition with odd parts≥ 3 and all
labeled with d, β is a partition with distinct parts all labeled with r, and γ is a partition with
distinct parts all labeled with d− r.
We will construct a d-modula overpartition µ from the partition triple (α, β, γ) ∈ Ed,r,
whose corresponding overpartition is λ ∈ Bk,i. One will see that this procedure is invertible
which makes the proof bijective. By the definition of the weight of the parts in d-modular
we can see that the construction also keeps the weight of the partition, that is, |pi| = |χ| =
|α|+ |β|+ |γ| = |µ|.
We will insert the partitions β and γ into α. Let l(∗) denote the number of parts of a
partition. We consider the largest part of β and γ and first insert the partition whose largest
part is bigger. Then we discuss the following conditions.
Case 1. β1 ≥ γ1. We first insert the parts of β into α. We compare the largest part of β and the
number of parts of α and consider the following two cases.
Case 1.1 β1 > l(α).
Step 1. In this step we shall get a d-modular partition α(1) with exactly β1 parts. The
insertion will manipulate the d-modular Ferrers diagram. We insert β1 into α to get α
(1)
by putting β1 as the first column of α
(1). Then (i) for 1 ≤ i ≤ l(α), α
(1)
i = αi + 1, with
the label not changing; (ii) for l(α) ≤ i ≤ β1 − 1, α
(1)
i = 2 labeled with d;(iii) α
(1)
β1
= 1
with label r. |α(1)| = |α|+ |β1|.
Step 2. For i 6= 1, we insert any other part βi of β into α
(i−1) by adding a column to
α(i−1). More precisely, let α
(i−1)
1 , α
(i−1)
2 ,. . . , α
(i−1)
βi−1
plus 1 with the label not changing,
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and the α
(i−1)
βi
just change the label from d to r. Then after inserting all parts in β we
get a d-modular partition α(l(β)). |α(l(β))| = |α|+ |β|.
Step 3. We insert the parts of γ into α(l(β)) successively. For a part γi, we insert it into
α(l(β)+i−1) by adding one column. Let the parts α
(l(β)+i)
1 = α
(l(β)+i−1)
1 + 1, α
(l(β)+i)
2 =
α
(l(β)+i−1)
2 + 1,. . . , α
(l(β)+i)
γi−1
= α
(l(β)+i−1)
γi−1
+ 1 with labels not changing. For α
(l(β)+i)
γi , if
α(l(β)+i−1) is a part labeled with d, then we get α
(l(β)+i)
γi = α
(l(β)+i−1)
γi with label d− r; if
α(l(β)+i−1) is a part labeled with r, then we get α
(l(β)+i)
γi = α
(l(β)+i−1)
γi with label d. Then
we let µ = α(l(β)+l(γ) satisfing that |µ| = |λ|+ |β|+ |γ|.
Case 1.2 l(α) ≥ β1.
Step 1. From i = 1 to i = l(β), we insert βi successively. For any part βi of β. We let
α
(i−1)
1 , α
(i−1)
2 ,. . . , α
(i−1)
βi−1
plus 1 with the labels not changing, and the α
(i−1)
βi
just change
the label to be r. Then after inserting all parts in β we get the partition α(l(β)).
Step 2. From i = 1 to i = l(γ), we insert γi into α
(l(β)) successively. For a part γi,
we insert it into α(l(β)+i−1) by letting the parts α
(l(β)+i)
1 = α
(l(β)+i−1)
1 + 1, α
(l(β)+i)
2 =
α
(l(β)+i−1)
2 + 1,. . . , α
(l(β)+i)
γi−1
= α
(l(β)+i−1)
γi−1
+ 1 with labels not changing. For α
(l(β)+i)
γi , if
α(l(β)+i−1) is a part labeled with d then we get α
(l(β)+i)
γi = α
(l(β)+i−1)
γi with label d− r; if
α(l(β)+i−1) is a part labeled with r, then we get α
(l(β)+i)
γi = α
(l(β)+i−1)
γi with label d. At
last we get µ = αl(β)+l(γ) subjected to that |µ| = |λ|+ |β|+ |γ|.
Case 2. β1 < γ1, then we first insert γ and then β. The steps are similar as Case 1, so we omit
it here.
After the insertion we get a d-modula overpartition µ which satisfies the conditions (I) and the
corresponding overpartition λ ∈ Bd,r.
We give an example in Case 1.1. Let d = 7, r = 2, and pi = (42, 42, 37, 30, 28, 26, 19, 14, 14, 9, 5, 2).
Then the corresponding d-modula partition triple is ((7d, 7d, 5d, 3d, 3d), (62, 52, 22, 12), (45, 35, 15)).
We first display the α as follows:
7 7 0
7 7 0
77 7 7 0
77 7 7 7 7 0
7 7 7 7 7 7 0
d-modular partition α
We can see the largest part of β is β1 = 62, greater than γ1 = 45. So we consider the Case 1.
Since l(α) = 5 < β1, so we consider the case 1.1,namely, we should insert 62 into α to get
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27 7 7 0
7 7 7 0
77 7 7 7 0
77 7 7 7 7 7 0
7 7 7 7 7 7 7 0
α(1): by inserting 62 into α
Now we successively insert other parts of β into α(1) to get α(4) as follows.
2
7 7 7 2
7 7 7 7 0
77 7 7 7 7 0
77 7 7 7 7 7 7 2
7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 2
At last, we insert the parts of γ into the above d-modular diagram of α(4) to get α(7) as follows.
2
7 7 7 2
7 7 7 7 5
77 7 7 7 7 7 5
77 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 2
7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7
The inverse map is a subtraction, one can get it easily, so we omit it here.
4 Construction of the generating function of Cd,r(n)
We shall give an alternative form of the generating function of Cd,r(n) in the combinatorial
way. Then by a 3φ2 transformation we can prove that this generating function form equals the
generating function of Cd,r(n) in Theorem 1.5.
For an overpartition λ enumerated by Cd,r(n), we also use the d-modular Ferrers diagram.
If the smallest part of λ is at least d, then to construct any overpartition λ with exactly m
parts, we start from the partition with m non-overlined d. Display by the d-modular Ferrers
diagram, the overpartition has two columns with lengthm, where the left one hasm d’s and the
right one has m 0’s. Then we construct all overpartitions enumerated by Cd,r(n) with exactly
m parts by inserting a partition triple (α, β, γ), where α is a partition with parts ≤ 2md and all
parts are even multiple of d, β is an overpartition with parts ≤ (m− 1)d+ r are all congruent
to r when modulo d, and γ is an overpartition with all parts ≤ md− r and congruent to d− r
when modulo d.
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The construction of the overpartitions enumerated by Cd,r(n).
Step 1 Put a column with m d’s and a column with m 0’s. The weight is md. For example, we
construct an overpartition λ ∈ C7,2 with 6 pats, whose weight is 42.
7
7
7
7
7
7
0
0
0
0
0
0
Step 2. Recall that α is a partition with all parts are multiples of 2d and the largest parts ≤ 2md.
By inserting all parts in α into λ(0) = (dd, dd, . . . , dd) successively to get λ
(1). For a part
αi = 2sd we insert it by enlarging the first s parts 2d. Then after inserting all parts in
α we get a d-modular Ferrers diagram with m rows subject to that each row with odd
number of d’s and one 0. The weight of λ(1) is |λ(1)| = md+ |α|.
We go on with the example given in the Step 1. We will insert the partition (70, 42, 42, 14)
into the d-modular Ferrers diagram.
7
7
7
7
7
7
0
7
7
7
7
7
7
7
7
7
7
0
0
7
7
7
7
7
7
0
0
7 7 0
Step 3. In this step we insert the parts of β into λ(1) which are congruent to r when modulo d.
For each part (k − 1)d+ r in β, we insert it into λ(1) by letting the first k − 1 parts of
enlarge d and the kth part enlarge r and be an overlined part to get λ(3). The weight of
λ(3) is |λ(3)| = |λ(2)|+ |β|.
Then suppose β = (23, 9, 2), after inserting β into λ(1), we get the following d-modular
Ferrers diagram.
7
7
7
7
7
7
0
7
7
7
7
7
7
7
7
7
7
0
2
7
7
7
7
7
7
7
7
7
2
7 7 7 2
Step 4. In this step we insert the parts of γ into λ(2) which are congruent to d−r when modulo d.
For each part kd− r in γ, insert it into λ(2) by letting the first k− 1 parts enlarge d and
the kth part enlarge d− r with overlined. We can see that if there is no (k − 1)d+ r in β,
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after this insertion, the k-th part becomes an overlined part congruent to d − r modulo
d; otherwise the k-th part become an overlined part congruent to 0 modulo d.
Suppose γ = (26, 19, 5), we insert γ into λ(2) to get the following
7
7
7
7
7
7
0
7
7
7
7
7
7
7
7
7
7
0
7
7
7
7
7 7 5
7
7
7
7
7 7 2
7 7 7 7 7 7
By this insertion we can get all the overpartition with m parts enumerated by Cd,r(n).
By this construction we can get the generating function of Cd,r(m,n), which is the number
of overpartitions enumerated by Cd,r(n) with exactly m parts.
Theorem 4.1 The generating function of Cd,r(m,n) is as follows.
∑
n≥0
Cd,r(m,n)x
mqn =
∑
m≥0
xmqdm(−qr,−qd−r; qd)m
(q2d; q2d)m
. (4.8)
We shall prove that by letting x = 1. Then, the right hand side of (4.8) equals the right hand
side of (1.6), that is
∑
n≥0
qdn(−qr,−qd−r; qd)n
(q2d; q2d)n
=
(−qr,−qd−r; qd)∞
(q2d; q2d)∞
∑
n≥0
(−qd; qd)nq
dn(n+1)
2
(−qr,−qd−r; qd)n+1
. (4.9)
We employ the following 3φ2 transformation (which is found in an equivalent form as
equation (III.10) in [9])
∑
n≥0
(aqbc , d, e; q)n
(q, aqb ,
aq
c ; q)n
(
aq
de
)n =
(aqd ,
aq
e ,
aq
bc ; q)∞
(aqb ,
aq
c ,
aq
de ; q)∞
∑
n≥0
(aqde , b, c; q)n
(q, aqd ,
aq
e ; q)n
(
aq
bc
)n. (4.10)
Let b→∞ and set q = qd, a = qd, c = −qd, d = −qr, e = −qd−r, we get the identity (4.9).
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